
Assembly Instructions

1 •  Two feet (1.1 and 1.2), which are differentiated
        by different holes, to be attached to the small side 
        pieces (2.1) with 2 screws each. Wider drill holes and 
        rounded edges must face inwards, side pieces and foot 
        plates must line-up exactly. Screws (A) and (B) are to 
        be lightly screwed into place with the included
        spanner/screw- driver. Do not screw tightly yet!

2 •  Slide the floor plate (3.0) from the inside into the pre-
        prepared slots of the already assem- bled side pieces 
        (2.1). Side pieces (2.1) must be opposite each other, 
        feet facing inwards.

3 •  The large side pieces (2.2) with the pre-prepared 
        slots should be slotted onto the floor-plate and 

        screwed on tightly. Place the kidztower on an even 
        surface and stand it upright. Tighten all screws (A 
        and B).

4 •  Take the belt (E) and feed downwards through the slot 
        in the floor-plate. With the help of the stopper (C) ad
        just the belt to the correct length as shown in the dra
        wing: The end loop of the belt which leads down to the 
        floor must not hang over the upper edge of the kidz-
        tower!

5 •  Stick the felt pads (D) onto the bottom surface of the 
        feet.



Assembly Instructions

Assembly Instructions
for kidztower adaptation to ‘learning tower’

   Remove the safety belt from the kidztower

   Replace one of the two side plates of the kidztower with the
      side plate of the ‘learning tower’ and fix into place with the
      same screws.
 

   Using screws provided and the pre-drilled holes on the lower
      part of the kidztower, fix the ‘learning tower’ side plate tightly
      to the legs of the kidztower.

   Read through the kidztower safety instructions carefully

   Only use the kidztower as a ‘learning tower’ when your child
      can stand and climb in and out independently without your
      assistance.

   Always use the kidztower as a ‘learning tower’ without the
      safety belt. 

   NEVER leave your child unattended and stay within reach of
      your child at all times when using

Additional Safety Information
for the ‘learning tower’



Safety Instructions 
Dear Customer,

Please ensure that you read the kidztower safety instructions thoroughly before use.

   Never leave your child unattended in the kidztower

   Always stay within reach of your child

   Ensure that the belt is correctly fitted and at the right length (the belt which is attached to the child must be pulled 
       taught to the footplate) before placing your child in the ki-dztower.

   The hip belt must be fastened around the child’s waist.

   The belt which leads down to the footplate must be at the rear of the child.

   Only use the kidztower if all components have been correctly assembled and adjusted.

   Do not use the kidztower if you discover any broken, rough or missing parts.

   Only use the kidztower when your child can stand independently without support.

   Only place the kidztower on an even and stable surface and ensure enough space is available to push the kidztower 
       backwards.

   It is your responsibility to check that no small or hot items, poisonous substances, electronic devices etc. are 
       anywhere within reaching distance of the child in the kidztower. Such dangerous items can lead to choking,
      poisoning or other injuries.

   Remember to check and retighten all screws 2-3 weeks after assembling your kidztower. Screws and fixtures 
       should be checked regularly (e.g. every 2 months) and tightened if necessary. Keep the provided hex-wrench in a safe 
       place for this purpose.

   Only use original kidztower fittings and replacement parts so as not to risk the safety of your child.

   NEVER allow your child to play near the kidztower if it has not been properly assembled for use.
   Do not let your child climb up into the kidztower unassisted.
   Do not allow your child to grab onto objects such as kitchen cupboards, shelves or drawers. If your child pulls on these 

       objects there is a risk of tipping the kidztower.
   Never let your child rock or sway when in the kidztower.
   For fire safety purposes the kidztower should never be placed close to an open flame or other source of heat such 

       as hob or gas plates.


